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FINLAND
The world calls the country Finland. Finns call it Suomi. Suomi is a motherland of Joulu-
pukki and Sauna with the country’s total area 338 430 square kilometres and a population 
of 5 492 000 people. Helsinki - is the capital of Finland which is popular for its local urban 
city lifestyle, different international events and incredible historically meaningful cultural 
places.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
The official language of Finland is Finnish.

CLIMATE
There are about 187,888 lakes, the gulfs of Bothnia and Finland which help give the country 
a relatively mild climate. Average July temperature in Finland varies from 13°C to 17°C and 
in February -22°C to -3°C. In northern Finland, winter temperatures often drop as low as - 
30°C, or even down to -50°C.

CURRENCY
The national currency of Finland is EURO (euro)

TRANSPORT
There are about 25 regular airports and 44 Sea Ports in Finland. Suomi has also a well- 
developed bus and train transportation system what makes travelling in Finland more 
pleasant and comfortable.

CUISINE
Finnish culinary culture is infused with the natural flavours of northern countries. Once 
you are in Finland, don’t miss a chance of a local food tasting. Start your morning in a 
“Finnish style” with a morning coffee “Paulig” and a Leipäjuusto. There is a wide range of 
local restaurants serving traditional popular creamy salmon soup with Ruisleipä or 
Karjalanpiirakka for a lunch. Kalakukko is just one another option of many others for your 
food tasting in Finland. Finland is popular for the natural forest berries and that’s why 
mustikkapiirrakka with the herbs tea while sitting in front of the fireplace is a must!

FINLAND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2021
1/01 New Year’s Day
6/01 Epiphany
2/4 Good Friday
4/4 Easter Sunday
5/4 Easter Monday
1/5 May Day “Vappu”
13/5 Ascension Day 
23/5 White Sunday
25/6 Midsummer Day “Juhannus”
6/11 All Saint’s Day
6/12 Independence Day
24/12-26/12 Christmas Day
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GROUP TOURS IN ROVANIEMI
 Group programs in period 28/12/2021-11/01/2022 (comission 10%)

Rates are in EUR
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TOURS INCLUDED

NETT RATES/per pax

Adult
Child*

(under 12 y.o.)

Santa Village &
Santa Park 89 165

Transfer, guide services, Arctic Circle
crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s
residence and Santa’s official post

office, entrance tickets to Santa Park.

Reindeer safari 85 65
Transfer, guide services, reindeer

farm visit, reindeer ride 500m,
hot drink.

In Search of
Northern Lights 69 59

Transfer, guide services, snacks
by campfire, tea/coffee.

Husky Adventure
(without driving) 80 65

Transfer, guide services, husky farm
visit, husky ride 2 km, hot drink

Ranua Zoo 90 75
Transfer, guide services, entrance
tickets to the zoo, lunch (buffet).

To the contents

COMBO TOUR:
Reindeer farm
and safari &
Husky farm and
safari (without
driving)

129 115

Transfers, reindeer farm visit,
reindeer safari (500 m), husky farm

visit, husky safari (2 km), guide
services

Snow Hotel visit and
dinner in Ice restaurant
(15.12.2021-31.03.2022)

119 69
Transfer, entrance ticket, guide

services, 3-course dinner in
restaurant

Northern Lights group
flight (7 pax maximum)
(01.12.2021-31.03.2022)
Not recommended for
children under 4 y.o.

439/nett rates

Transfer, guide services, 1h shared
flight by private Piper PA31, safety

brief and take-off and landing
preparations

Ice fishing by car
(Monday, Wednesday,
Friday at 10:00)

125 65
Transfer, sausages-campfire,

English-speaking guide,
fishing equipment, gear.

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Arctic Ice Floating
16.11-12.04 at
18:30/19:30/20:00
(depends on the season)
Minimum height – 120 cm

100 80
Transfer, guide services, special

swimsuit, shared floating,
hot drinks,

Sampo Icebreaker
Cruise & Ice Floating
(22.12.2021-16.04.2022)

449/
nett

269/
nett

Transfer, guide services, shared 3-
hour cruise, ice floating, presentation

of the ship, Sampo Icebreaker
diploma, seasonal lunch buffet on
the shore in Lumihiutale seaview

restaurant.
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To the contents

GROUP TOURS IN ROVANIEMI
 Group programs in period 28/12/2021-11/01/2022 (comission 10%)

Rates are in EUR

Polar Explorer Icebreaker
Cruise & Ice Floating
(22.12.2021-12.04.2022)
Ice floating restrictions:
at least 145 cm high
and 14 y.o.

409/
nett

329/
nett

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
shared 3-hour cruise, ice floating,

audio-guide (16 languages), hot drink
(non-alcoholic), certificate, lunch on

the shore after the cruise.

Reindeer Herders’ Winter
Day (Lapland Reindeer
Farm visit) 10:00-18:00

165 125
Transfers, program, reindeer safari

(1km), guide services, tea/coffee,
sausages, reindeer soup

Snowshoeing
(Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday)

90 70Transfers, program, guide services,
tea/coffee, snacks

81 -Duration 2 hours
gear, equipment, hot drink,

English-speaking guide

Winter biking
experience with
e-bikes (07.01-03.04)
Children under 120 см
and younger than
12 y.o. are not allowed
to participate.

TOURS INCLUDED

NETT RATES/per pax

Adult
Child*

(under 12 y.o.)

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Children-Friendly Family
Workshop (souvenirs from
skin and reindeer’s antler)
(all year round)

85 75

Transfer, guide services, program,
tea /coffee/juice with

pastries/snacks,
self-made souvenirs

Shaman Mystery
(all year round) 95 79

Transfer, guide services, program,
dinner (2-course menu, bread,
butter, water, coffee, cookies).

Snow Queen
Adventure 115 90

Transfer, guide services, program,
light dinner (salmon soup, dessert

Fairy-tale Adventure
in Trolls’ Forest 89 65

Transfer, guide services, program,
snacks, tea/coffee.

Santa’s Hideaway
(all year round)

90 58Vehicle with English-speaking driver-
guide, program, snacks, tea/coffee.
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*Children 0-3 y-free

To the contents

GROUP TOURS IN ROVANIEMI
Interactive programs in period 28/12/2021-11/01/2022 (comission 10%)

Rates are in EUR

TOURS INCLUDED

NETT RATES/per pax

Adult
Child*

(under 12 y.o.)

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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Taste of
wilderness 
(daily)

2 hours
10-25 km 105 156 55

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear

Searching the
Auroras by
snowmobiles
(daily)

3 hours
 15-35 km 129 180 67

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, snacks,
hot beverages.

Family
safari 
(daily)

2 hours
10-15 km 140 190

75

35
child

under 3 y.o.

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

program,
gear, snacks.

Snowmobile
safari to
reindeer farm
Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday) 

3 hours
15-25 km 155 205 80

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, cookies,
reindeer farm visit,
short reindeer ride

(500 m)

Snowmobile
safari to
husky farm
(Tuesday-
Saturday)

3 hours 
20-25 km 205 255 130

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear,

snacks, husky ride
(5 km).

PREMIUM
COMBO
safari to
husky and
reindeer
farms 
(Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday,
Saturday)

6 hours
15-25 km 299 349 189

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, gear, reindeer farm

visit, short reindeer ride
(400-600 m), soup lunch in

restaurant (soup, bread,
butter, water, tea/coffee),

husky farm visit,
husky ride (10-12 km)

INCLUDED

RATES /per person

DBL
snow-
mobile

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child
4-14 y.o.

(in sledge)**

TOURS DURATION

To the contents

GROUPS SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
G01.12.2020-30.03.2021*

Rates are in EUR, 10% commission

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



INCLUDED

RATES /per person

DBL
snow-
mobile

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child
4-14 y.o.

(in sledge)**

TOURS DURATION

Longer
trails –
only for
adults!
(Monday,
Wednesday,
Friday,
Sunday)

3 hours 
30-50 km

150 195 -

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
gear, program,
hot beverages

Ice fishing by
snowmobiles
(Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday)

3 hours 
15-25 km

140 185 70

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, snacks,
ice fishing equipment.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier may have to reschedule
it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather conditions be deemed inappropriate.
**children 0-3 y.o. free

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.
NB! Own liability in case of accident is 1000 EUR.
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To the contents

GROUPS SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
G01.12.2020-30.03.2021*

Rates are in EUR, 10% commission

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicle)

Rates are in EUR

PRIVATE SERVICES

Private transfers/standard class vehicle/rates are in EUR

Airport/railway
station - hotel

Rovaniemi-
Snow Hotel

Rovaniemi-
Levi

Rovaniemi-
Luosto/Ranua

4-7 pax

1-3 pax

8-14 pax

130

190

70

150

250

100

300

450

200

380

450

300

Number of pax

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

1-3 pax 4-7 pax 8-15 pax
TOUR DURATION

Santa Village 3
hours

120/1-2 pax
50/extra person

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
Arctic Circle crossing certificate,

visit to Santa’s residence
and Santa’s official post office.

Ranua Zoo
Min. charge -
3 adults

5
hours

140
140

120
110

110
80

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, entrance tickets

to the zoo, lunch (buffet).

Santa Village &
Santa Park
(20.11.2021-
08.01.2022)

5
hours

130
130

115
90

95
70

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
Arctic Circle crossing certificate,

visit to Santa’s residence and
Santa’s official post office,

entrance tickets to Santa Park.

VIP meeting
with Santa

20-25
min

700/1-6 pax
65/extra person 
Maximum 8 pax
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To the contents

The VIP meeting can be booked only as a supplement
to Santa Village and SantaVillage & Santa Park tours!

Includes: possibility to personalize the
 meeting with additional information

of your family/group, personal Elf
introducing you to the secrets of

Santa Claus, direct entrance to meet
Santa Claus, Elf hats for everybody,

services by a Professional Photographer Elf
(photograph with Santa Claus (A4 size)

+ digital photos and video of your visit) 

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Husky
adventures 
(without driving)

2 hours 
2 km

Reindeer
safari

COMBO
TOUR:
husky and
reindeer
farm visit,
reindeer and
husky safari
(without driving)

2 hours 
500 m

2,5 hours 
3 km 

2,5 hours

230/1-2 pax
105/extra adult
85/extra child

2,5 hours 
5 km

300/1-2 pax
115/extra adult
95/extra child

3 hours
6-10 km

225
225

210
165

175
135

230/1-2 pax
95/extra adult
80/extra child

270/1-2 pax
110/extra adult
90/extra child

175
175

165
150

155
140

Vehicle, English-speaking 
guide, husky farm visit, 

husky ride 2 km, hot drink

Vehicle, English-speaking 
guide, husky farm visit, 

husky ride 5 km, hot drink

Vehicle, English-speaking 
guide, husky farm visit, 

husky ride 6-10 km,
(in mini group)

hot drink  (10.01-30.03) 

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, reindeer farm visit,

reindeer ride 500 m,
hot drink

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, reindeer farm visit,

reindeer ride 3 km,
hot drink

Vehicle, reindeer farm
visit, reindeer ride 500 m,
«reindeer driving license»,

husky farm visit, husky
ride (2 km), guide.

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

1-3 pax 4-7 pax 8-15 pax
TOUR DURATION
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To the contents

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicle)

Rates are in EUR 

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



In Search of
Northern
Lights with
Picnic by Car

3
hours

270/1-3 pax
80/extra adult
65/extra child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, snacks by campfire,

tea/coffee.

Dinner at
Snowland

Jewels of
Luosto –
The Amethyst
Mine
Minimum charge -
3 adults

2
hours

150/1-3 pax
220/4-7 pax
350/8-12 pax

+menu

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, entrance tickets,

dinner of your choice
(separate menu).

One menu must be ordered
for the whole family.

6
hours

240
240

185
165

160
140

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
an informative story of amethyst

(geology and nature of the area
in a group), the joy of digging and
finding own amethyst to keep

as a souvenir

Sampo
Icebreaker
Cruise &
Ice Floating 
(20.12.2021-
16.04.2022)
Minimum charge -
3 adults

7-7,5
hours

480
480

470
355

420
299

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, shared 3-hour cruise,
ice floating, presentation of
the ship, Sampo Icebreaker

diploma, seasonal lunch buffet
on the shore in Lumihiutale

seaview restaurant.

Polar Explorer
Icebreaker
Cruise &
Ice Floating 
(22.12.2021-
12.04.2022)
Ice floating
restrictions: at least
145 cm high and
14 y.o. Minimum
charge - 3 adults

9,5-10
hours

455
455

445
410

360
345

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, shared 3-hour cruise,

ice floating, audio-guide
(16 languages), hot drink

(non-alcoholic), certificate,
lunch on the shore

after the cruise.

Northern
Lights group
flight (7 pax
maximum)
(01.12.2021-
31.03.2022)
Not recommended
for children under
4 y.o.

2-2,5
hours

559
Minimum  2 pax,
maximum 7 pax

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, 1h shared flight by
private Piper PA31, safety

brief and take-off
and landing preparations

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

1-3 pax 4-7 pax 8-15 pax
TOUR DURATION
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To the contents

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicle)

Rates are in EUR 

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Arctic Ice
Floating
16.11-12.04
Minimum
height 
– 120 cm
Minimum charge -
3 adults

3
hours 190

190
180
160

-

Vehicle, English-speaking
driver, special swimsuit,

shared floating,
hot drinks, guide.

Ice fishing
by car
(minimum 6 pax)

3
hours 750 125 65

Transfers, gear,
fishing equipment,

guide, snacks 

Reindeer
Herders’
Winter Day 
(Lapland
Reindeer
Farm visit)

8
hours

625/1-2 pax 
Extra person: 

110/adult 
75/ child

Transfers, shared program,
reindeer safari (1 km),

guide services,
reindeer soup,

sausages, hot drink 

Snowshoeing 
(minimum 6 pax)

2
hours

Minimum
charge adult child

540 90 70

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, snacks by campfire,

tea/coffee.

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

1-3 pax 4-7 pax 8-15 pax
TOUR DURATION
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Winter biking
experience
with e-bikes
(07.01-03.04)
Children under
120 см and
younger than
12 y.o. are not
allowed to
participate.

490 /1-3 pax
95/extra person

Gear, equipment, hot drink,
English-speaking guide,

shared tour

To the contents

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicle)

Rates are in EUR 

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

2
hours



Children-Friendly
Family Workshop
(souvenirs from
skin and
reindeer’s antler) 
(all year round)

2
hours

350/1-2 pax
Extra person: 

50/adult
50/child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program, tea with

pastries, self-made
souvenirs

Shaman Mystery 
(all year round)

2
hours

860/1-4 pax 
Extra person:

65/adult
50/child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program, dinner (2-

course menu, bread, butter,
water, coffee, cookies).

Santa’s Hideaway
(all year round)

2,5
hours

1550/1-5 pax
Extra person:

65/adult and child***

Vehicle with English-
speaking driver-guide,

program, snacks,
tea/coffee.

Log Sauna &
Finnish Dinner

3
hours

990/1-7 pax
Maximum- 7 pax

Vehicle with English-
speaking driver-guide,

program, snacks,
tea/coffee.

Arctic Extreme
(Ice Swimming
& Wood-Heated
Sauna)

3
hours

990/1-6 pax
Мaximum - 6 pax

Transfer, wood-heated
sauna, towels, snacks,

tea/coffee.

Snow Queen
Adventure
(28.12.2021-11.01.2022)

3,5
hours

1150/1-4 pax
Extra person:

65/adult
55/child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program, light dinner

(salmon soup, dessert).

Fairy-tale Adventure
in Trolls’ Forest
(28.12.2021-
11.01.2022)

2-2,5
hours

1100/1-4 pax
Extra person:

55 /adult and child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program,

snacks, tea/coffee.

Rally Driving
X-perience

2,5
hours

2650/1-6 pax
420/extra person 
Maximum  16 pax

Transfer, training session on
a rally car, 2 x 10 minutes,

rally sprint competition with
2 special stages, rally

co-piloting experience,
prizes for the winners, coffee

and cookies, English-
speaking guide

* Children  0-3 y.o. - free     ***Children  0-2 y.o. - free
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To the contents

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

INCLUDED RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*TOUR DURATION

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Menu № INCLUDED adult child

Menu №3

Sautéed reindeer, mashed potatoes,
lingonberry jam 

Snow rhapsody; Lappish berries
with soft vanilla ice-cream.

80 40

Menu №4

Creamy soup made of smoked reindeer
and blue cheese, flavoured with parsley 

Fried salmon with cloudberry cream
sauce, dill potato cake with vegetables

Warm bread pudding grandmother
style and vanilla custard

95 48

Menu №7

Tomato soup flavoured with herbs
Steak of minced reindeer meat,

forest mushroom sauce and
whole-fried potatoes

Warm berry soup and cinnamon cream

98 49

Menu №11

Forest mushroom soup topped with
crayfish tails

Beef Chateaubriand, sautéed reindeer
steak braised in cream, red wine sauce,

herb puree cake and vegetables
Cheesecake served with lingonberry

melba

97 50

Kids menu

Same starter as the rest of the group 
Mashed potatoes, meatballs,

creamy sauce
Same dessert as the rest of the group

- 55

NB! One menu must be ordered for the whole family.
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To the contents

SNOWLAND MENU
(reserved and paid in advance)

Rates are in EUR
 Includes: bread, water, tea/coffee.

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



TOUR INCLUDED

RATES

Min
charge

DBL
snow-

mobile 

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child in
sleds

(4-14 y)**

DURATION 

Taste of
wilderness

2 hours
10-25 km 630 105 156 55

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, program, gear

Searching the
Auroras by
snowmobiles

3 hours
 15-35 km 774 129 180 67

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, snacks,
hot beverages.

Snowmobile
safari to
reindeer
farm

3 hours 
15-25 km 930 155 205 80

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, cookies,
reindeer farm visit,
short reindeer ride.

Snowmobile
safari to
husky farm

3 hours 
20-25 km

1230 205 255 130

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear,

snacks, husky ride
(5 km).

PREMIUM
COMBO
safari to
husky and
reindeer
farms

6 hours 
15-25 km 1794 299 348 189

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, gear, reindeer farm

visit, short reindeer ride
(400-600m), soup lunch in

restaurant (soup, bread,
butter, water, tea/coffee),

husky farm visit,
husky ride(10-12 km)

Family
safari

2 hours
 10-15 km 840 140 190

75/4-14 y.o. 
35/0-4 y.o.

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

program,
gear, snacks.
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To the contents

PRIVATE SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
(01.12.2021-30.03.2022)*

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Longer
trails –
only for
adults!

3 hours 
30-50 km 900 150 195 -

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
gear, program,
hot beverages

Ice fishing by
snowmobiles

3 hours
15-25 km 840 140 185 70

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, snacks,
ice fishing equipment.

TOUR INCLUDED

RATES

Min
charge

DBL
snow-

mobile 

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child in
sleds

(4-14 y)**

DURATION 
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* This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier may have to reschedule
it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather conditions be deemed inappropriate.
**Children 0-3 y – free
 
NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

NB! Own liability in case of accident is 1000 €.

To the contents

PRIVATE SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
(01.12.2021-30.03.2022)*

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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TOURS
DESCRIPTIONS
Rovaniemi



SANTA VILLAGE & SANTA PARK 
(20.11.2021-08.01.2022)

Cross the magical Arctic Circle and meet Santa Claus in his residence - Santa Claus Village. 
Santa spends his time at Santa Claus Village every day of the year taking care of his life mis-
sion: to enhance the wellbeing of children and the kindness of grown-ups as well as to 
spread the message of love and goodwill of the Christmas Spirit throughout the globe. 
Rovaniemi is the Official Home of Santa Claus.
After Santa’s Residence, we continue to Santa Park. In Santa’s own words: “One year as I 
was returning from my long Christmas journey, I stopped for a rest on a hillside on the 
Arctic Circle. Its picturesque nature really warmed my heart. This is when I came up with a 
splendid idea: an underground network of caves could be made inside the hill, a place 
where I could welcome friends, a place with everlasting Christmas!”
 
Duration: ~ 5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, Arctic Circle crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s 
residence and Santa’s official post office, entrance tickets to Santa Park.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

VIP Meeting with Santa Claus (extra payment):  The VIP meeting can be booked only as a 
supplement to Santa Village and Santa Village & Santa Park tours.

Includes: possibility to personalize the meeting with additional information of your family/ 
group, personal Elf introducing you to the secrets of Santa Claus, direct entrance to meet 
Santa Claus, Elf hats for everybody, services by a Professional Photographer Elf (photo-
graph with Santa Claus (A4 size) + digital photos and video of your visit)  
  
Price: 700 € /1-6 pax, 65 € /extra person (max 8 pax).
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To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



SANTA VILLAGE
(all year round) 

Cross the magical Arctic Circle and meet Santa Claus in his residence - Santa Claus Village. 
Santa spends his time at Santa Claus Village the whole year round on his life mission: to 
enhance the wellbeing of children and the kindness of grown-ups as well as to spread the 
message of love and goodwill of the Christmas Spirit throughout the globe. Rovaniemi is 
the Official Home of Santa Claus.
 
Duration: ~ 3 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, Arctic Circle crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s 
residence and Santa’s official post office.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

VIP Meeting with Santa Claus (extra payment):  The VIP meeting can be booked only as a 
supplement to Santa Village and Santa Village & Santa Park tours.

Includes: possibility to personalize the meeting with additional information of your fami-
ly/group, personal Elf introducing you to the secrets of Santa Claus, direct entrance to meet 
Santa Claus, Elf hats for everybody, services by a Professional Photographer Elf (photo-
graph with Santa Claus (A4 size) + digital photos and video of your visit) 
  
Price: 700 €/1-6 pax, 65 € /extra person (max 8 pax).
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Visit Rovaniemi

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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RANUA ZOO - THE NORTHERNMOST ZOO IN THE WORLD
(all year round) 

Ranua Zoo is situated 80 kilometres south of Rovaniemi, and it takes about an hour to get 
there by car or bus. Once there, you will take an interesting stroll through the zoo, where 
you can see animals and birds that live in natural conditions of northern latitudes. Lunch is 
offered in a cozy restaurant, and you will have an opportunity to visit souvenir shops including 
“Fazer” candy factory shop and a local wine store, where unique wines made from wild 
berries (cloudberries, cowberries, bilberries etc.) are sold.

Duration: ~ 5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, entrance tickets to the zoo, lunch (buffet).

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Marko Junttila
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HUSKY ADVENTURE
(all year round)

Professional dog-breeders will introduce you to the life of the huskies on the farm, and 
you will complete a brief course of “a young dog-breeder”. Following that, you will set 
off on your safari (according to your chosen distance2,5,8 km) on dog sleds that hold 1-2 
people. One will drive and the other is a passenger, and should you wish you can swap 
places when you stop to rest and take pictures along the way. At the end, you will be 
offered hot berry juice, tea or coffee, and traditional cookies. 

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, husky farm visit, husky ride, hot drink.

Duration:  2-8 km programs – 2-2,5 hours

Minimum charge:

2-5 km - 2 adults

6-10 km - 3 adults

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Julia Kivelä

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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REINDEER SAFARI
(01.11.2021-31.03.2022)

Witness the life of reindeer first-hand as they go about their daily work and relaxa- tion. Take 
up the unique opportunity to sit an exam on handling a reindeer sled and receive your spe-
cial “driver’s license” (available for all ages). Have a seat in the sled and you are off! Getting 
cold? Warm yourself up around a bonfire in a nearby hut and enjoy a cup of hot juice. Later, 
in a traditional Lapp hut you will be “baptized” according to all rules of the North.

Duration: ~2,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, reindeer farm visit, reindeer ride, hot drink.

Minimum charge - 2 adults.

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Available extras: 
Lunch – 55 €/pax (2-course menu: soup, main dish, bread, butter, water, berry juice).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Visit Rovaniemi



Antti Viitala
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COMBO TOUR REINDEER AND HUSKY FARM
(November - March)

Our combined husky and reindeer package is specially designed for those who would like 
to get most of Lapland in a short period of time. We take you to the reindeer farm and offer 
a short reindeer visit. After the reindeer we will visit huskies and have a taste of husky driving 
safari. After that, back in town. 

Duration: 2,5 hours 

Includes: vehicle, reindeer farm visit, reindeer ride (~500 m), «reindeer driving license», 
husky farm visit, husky ride (2 km), guide.

Minimum charge - 2 adults.
 
NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Alduxvm
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IN SEARCH OF NORTHERN LIGHTS WITH PICNIC BY CAR
(November - March)

Eager to see the northern lights? This adventure ups your chances of witnessing this 
extraordinary natural phenomenon. Absorb the silent winter setting and stay warm with a 
hot drink and sausages sizzled up on a campfire. Look for the lights, and if luck is on your 
side, enjoy a memorable display of the luminescent ribbons as they dance overhead. 

Duration: ~3 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, snacks by campfire, tea/coffee.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Visit Finland
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DINNER IN SNOWLAND
(middle of December - beginning of April)

Spend a magical evening in Snowland’s igloo restaurant. Enjoy a bowl of delicious steaming 
hot soup, exotic Lappish dishes and experience the exciting tastes of Snowland’s own 
menu.

Duration: ~2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, entrance tickets, dinner of your choice (separate 
menu).

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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JEWELS OF LUOSTO – THE AMETHYST MINE 
(01.06.2021-25.04.2022)

Lampivaara Amethyst Mine is a unique attraction in Lapland. This real and special gem 
mine is located on the top of a fell in the middle of Pyhä-Luosto national park. The geological 
age of the area is billions of years. The view at and from the mine is breath-taking and the 
site beams positive energy stored in stones.
Amethyst mine is operating in extraordinary way: no big machines are used for digging and 
none of the rich deposit is sold as a raw material. The sustainable amethyst mine is wel-
coming visitors all year round. The open quarry is partly covered and well-lighted for digging 
in winter.

Duration: ~5,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, group tour: an informative story of amethyst 
(geology and nature of the area), the joy of digging and finding own amethyst to keep as a 
souvenir.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SAMPO ICEBREAKER CRUISE & ICE FLOATING
(20.12.2021-16.04.2022)

Schedule: 
December: 20-31
January: 03,05,07,08, 10-11, 13-15, 17-18, 20-22, 24-29,31
February: 01-05, 07-12, 14-19, 21-26, 28
March: 01-05, 07-12, 14-19, 21-22, 25-26, 28-29, 31
April: 01,04, 06-08, 11,13-14,16

Sampo icebreaker, formerly used by the Finnish government, offers a unique cruise experi-
ence on the Gulf of Bothnia. The union of majestic steel, ice and sea will be unlike anything 
you’ve ever experienced. Come aboard the Sampo in the midst of vast open arctic sea scenery!

Duration: ~7-7,5 hours (incl. 3-h cruise)

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, shared 3-hour cruise, ice floating, presentation 
of the ship, Sampo Icebreaker diploma, seasonal lunch buffet on the shore in Lumihiutale 
seaview restaurant.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

Experience365

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Polar Explorer Icebreaker
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POLAR EXPLORER CRUISE & ICE FLOATING
(22.12.2021-12.04.2022)

Schedule: 
December: 22-30
January: 01,05,09,13,17, 21,25,28-31
February: 01-03, 07,11,15,19,23,27
March: 03,07,11,15,19,23,27,31
April: 04,08,12

Polar Explorer tourist icebreaker offers 3-hour cruise in the frozen water of Bothnian Sea in 
Lapland. During 3 hours, you will be a witness of a massive ice breaking power of the vessel, 
have a guided tour all the way down to the engine rooms and all way up to Captain’s 
bridge. The tour is available via audio guide application and includes 11-minute movie in 
icebreaker cinema about icebreakers all over the world. You can relax in the cosy saloon 
enjoying warm juice or go for walk on the frozen sea ice during the stop. The icebreaker 
makes a pool free of ice and every visitor can take a swim in the dark icy water in flotation 
survival suit. The captain will present Cruise and Swim Certificate to everyone as a memo-
rable gift.  

Duration – 9,5-10 hours (incl. 3-h cruise)

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, shared 3-hour cruise, ice floating, audio-guide 
(16 languages), hot drink (non-alcoholic), certificate, lunch on the shore after the cruise.  

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

Ice floating restrictions: at least 145 cm high and 14 y.o.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NORTHERN LIGHTS FLIGHT
(01.12.2021-31.03.2022)

Aurora borealis is “dancing” in the Arctic sky 80-90% of the time during the dark nights of 
winter. However, this spectacular phenomenon is not always visible from the ground as 
clouds fill the sky and keep us waiting. Northern Lights Flight will by climbing above the 
clouds or looking for cloudless areas take you closer to admire this natural wonder.
Don’t miss your chance to see the northern lights during your precious holiday time!

NB! Northern lights are a natural occurrence and we are unable to guarantee activity, 
vibrancy or colour on the evening of the flight.

Duration: 2-2,5 hours (max 7 pax)

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, 1h group flight by private Piper PA31, safety brief 
and take-off and landing preparations. 

NB! Not recommended for children under 4 y.o.

Minimum charge -  2 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Sasin Paraksa
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ARCTIC ICE FLOATING
(16.11-12.04)

Come and experience the arctic ice floating! Step into the lake, let the calm water carry you 
and close your eyes… Breathe in the pure air and feel your mind and body relax. You will not 
be cold as you will be totally protected in our high-quality rescue suit designed for the 
arctic waters. You will also have your own clothing under the suit, it will not get chilly even 
in the open 0- degree water. Floating on a frozen lake surrounded by snow-covered trees 
is really something worth trying.

NB! Northern lights are a natural occurrence and we are unable to guarantee its activity, 
vibrancy or colour.

Duration: 3 hours 

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking driver, special swimsuit, group  floating, hot drinks, 
guide.

Minimum charge - 3 adults. 
Maximum – 8 adults.

Minimum height for the floating is 120 cm. 

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SNOWSHOEING
(December - end of March)

Snowshoeing is a great way to experience Lapland wintry wildernesses, enjoy the fresh 
and clean air, and get some exercise. People in the Arctic areas have been using snowshoes 
already for centuries, they were intended to assist people in travelling the snowy land-
scapes.

Duration: ~2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, snacks by campfire, tea/coffee.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Juho Kuva



Juho Kuva
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ICE-FISHING BY CAR
(December - end of March)

You will learn the secrets of ice fishing from a local expert, your guide. Catch is not guaranteed, 
but most likely for patient fishermen. However, the most important thing is to enjoy the 
tranquillity and silence of the nature. Possible catch will be prepared to a tasty snack by the 
campfire – have you ever tasted fish that is this fresh? If you are out of Fisherman’s luck 
today, there will still be a tasty wilderness lunch for you.

Duration: 3 hours 

Includes: Transfers, gear, fishing equipment, guide, snacks.

Minimum charge - 6 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Lainio Snow Village, Visit Finland
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SHARED TOUR TO ARCTIC SNOW HOTEL AND DINNER IN ICE RESTAURANT
(15.12.2021-31.03.2022)

Daily 16:45-20:45

After taking a 30-minute transfer, you arrive to Arctic SnowHotel. Before dinner, the guide 
will tell you about the construction, operation and special features of the SnowHotel during 
the memorable guided tour through beautiful rooms of the hotel and Arctic specialties, 
such as the Snow Sauna. At the end of the tour, there is a possibility to order a shot from 
the Ice Bar for an additional fee, served in a glass made from ice. The Ice Restaurant built 
of snow and ice provides a unique setting for an unforgettable dinner; serving up hot Lap-
pish delicacies savored around ice tables. Culinary enjoyment commences with a classic 
turnip-vichyssoise soup and is finished off with the SnowHotel´s delicious soft chocolate 
delight. In line with the theme, the dessert is served on a magnificent ice platter.
We guarantee it tastes as good as it looks!

Duration - 4 hours

Includes: shared transfer, English-speaking guide (tour in group), dinner in ice restaurant 
(3-course menu).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! REINDEER HERDERS’ WINTER DAY (Lapland Reindeer Farm visit)
(beginning of December - end of April)

If you are looking for a truly authentic Lappish experience off the beaten track, we have got 
something for you. Seize a chance to become a professional reindeer herder for a day on a 
remote family-run farm. Reindeer herding is a Lappish lifestyle, and with us you can experi-
ence traditional, calm, albeit modern reindeer herding culture. The actual farm is located 
far beyond the city lights and facilities of modern lifestyle.
After a 1,5-hour transfer, your day as a professional reindeer herder starts with reindeer feed-
ing and checking that everything on the farm is running as it should. The feeding is carried out 
on foot and by snowmobile. Once all the feeding has been done, it's time to warm up with a 
hot drink and to grill some reindeer sausages on the open fire for lunch. After lunch, you 
will still have some errands to take care of, particularly a fun ride in a reindeer sled. In the 
end of the hard working day, your diligence will be rewarded with a bowl of steaming-hot 
reindeer soup.

Duration: 8 hours

Includes: transfers, shared program, reindeer safari (1 km), guide services, reindeer soup, 
sausages, hot drink .

Minimum charge - 2 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Juho Kuva



Lapland safaris
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NEW! WINTER BIKING EXPERIENCE WITH E-BIKES
(07.01.2021-03.04.2022)

With this safari, you’ll have the unique chance to try out electric bikes and how they do in 
the Arctic.

The journey starts right from the centre of Rovaniemi, where you’ll get to ride along ice- 
and snow-covered River Kemi to the renowned Ounasvaara hill. Then, it’s time to catch a ski 
lift to the top of the hill. While preparing for the next leg of the trip, you’ll get to stop at the 
rooftop terrace of Sky Hotel Ounasvaara, and enjoy hot chocolate with a spectacular view 
over Rovaniemi. After the break, a snowy off-road track will lead you back down to the city

Duration: 2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, Thermal outfit, ski lift, hot chocolate, equipment. 

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

NB! Children younger than 12 y.o. and under 120 cm can not take part in this excursion.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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Visit Rovaniemi
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SNOW QUEEN ADVENTURE
(28.12.2021-11.01.2022)

We all remember the well-known fairy tale written by H.C. Andersen. The main character 
Kai was kissed and put under the spell by the Snow Queen, and Gerda – a young girl – went 
through trials and saved Kai, whom she loved as a brother.

We know that Snow Queen lives far away in the cold Lapland. Many brave souls did their 
best to approach her, hoping to persuade her, but her heart of ice is unable to feel anything 
at all. People have thousands of legends about her, but nobody has managed to thaw her 
heart.

In this journey, children and parents become a part of the adventure. Together with a local 
guide, you will try to find Snow Queen’s Ice Castle in the wilderness, fight robbers along the 
way, and hopefully get the right directions from a mischievous shaman. Will you survive 
and return home safe or will you become another ice sculpture in Snow Queen’s fortress? 
To be continued...

Duration: ~ 3,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, hot berry juice.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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FAIRY-TALE ADVENTURE IN THE TROLLS’ FOREST
(28.12.2021-11.01.2022)

Take a journey into the woods, where trolls have lived since ancient times. Their cave is 
well-hidden in the deep forest, and one has to surmount a number of obstacles to get 
there. When all the challenges are left behind, a warm reception with a family of friendly 
trolls awaits you. You will get acquainted with their lives, stories, and treats.

Duration: ~ 2-2,5 hours.

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, snacks, tea/coffee.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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CHILDREN-FRIENDLY FAMILY WORKSHOP
(all year round)

Learn about the established traditions and the modern reindeer antler work currently 
being produced. After the presentation, everyone will have an opportunity to make their 
own souvenir from prepared wood and antler pieces. Reindeer antler has always been an 
essential raw material for Lappish utility and decorative articles. It is an eco-friendly material 
as the reindeer sheds their antlers every year. We will create our little pieces of art in the 
historical log house, at the city’s oldest handicraft atelier. We will have some herbal tea, 
coffee or juice and enjoy talks about life in Lapland.

Duration: ~ 2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, tea/coffee/juice with pastries, 
self-made souvenirs.

Minimum charge - 4 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Visit Rovaniemi



Stephen Alvarez
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SHAMAN MYSTERY
(all year round)

The vastness of Lapland makes a person feel small. Getting to roam large wilderness areas 
on your own is ideal for soul searching and finding your place in life. Nature works wonders 
for the weary and confused mind. Like all spiritual experiences, Lapland needs to be seen 
and felt; describing states of mind never quite gets up there with the actual experience. We 
welcome you on this journey.

Duration: ~2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, dinner (2-course menu, bread, butter, 
water, coffee, cookies).

Minimum charge - 4 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SANTA’S HIDEAWAY
(all year round)

In all the Christmas commotion, good old Santa Claus always finds a moment to personally 
take part in decoration and preparation for holidays in the remotest corners of Lapland. 
The only location not yet ready for the holidays is Villa Rudolf, his favourite place to cele-
brate with the elves. Santa invites you to go with him into the woods in search of a suitable 
tree, cook amazing cookies with Mrs. Claus, decorate the villa, and finally to have fun and 
play with the elves in the fresh Lappish air, the most important element of decorating the 
villa and bringing in the holiday spirit.

Duration: ~2,5 hours

Includes: vehicle with English-speaking driver-guide, program, snacks, tea/coffee.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Mrs. Santa Claus Christmas Cottage 



Harri Tarvainen
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NEW! LOG SAUNA & FINNISH DINNER
(all year round)

Enjoy the gentle heat of the traditional wood-heated log sauna at the forest farm. You may 
also relax in a hot tub on the terrace, gazing at the Nordic sky, and try to spot the northern 
lights. 
After the sauna, we’ll serve you Finnish homemade food with beverages by the fireplace in 
the lounge of the cottage and enjoy the relaxing spirit.

NB! There are separate changing rooms and bathrooms for men and women in this sauna, 
but only one steam room for common use.

Duration: 3 hours

Includes: transfer, program, towels, 2- course dinner (main dish, dessert, tea/ coffee).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! ARCTIC EXTREME (ICE SWIMMING & WOOD-HEATED SAUNA)
(December - March)

Sauna and ice swimming are known for their health benefits, which you’ll enjoy in this 
sauna. You’ll get the chance to bathe in the wood-heated sauna by Ounasjoki river and dip 
into a hole in the ice next to the sauna.
If you are lucky, you might also see the auroras while dipping into the refreshing water. This 
riverside sauna is a traditional Finnish sauna without electricity or shower, so you wash up 
with fresh and really clean water of Ounasjoki river.
After the sauna, we’ll enjoy an evening snack with refreshments by the open fire inside the 
traditional Finnish kota.

Duration:  3 hours.

Includes: transfer, wood-heated sauna, towels, snacks, tea/coffee.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Visit Rovaniemi
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RALLY DRIVING X-PERIENCE
(January - end of March)

Upon arrival, our driving instructors will go over the day´s program and safety briefing. 
Then you are ready to hop into a rally car. The driving instructor will give you tips on how to 
handle the vehicle in order to complete the stage in the shortest possible time. Two training 
sessions lasting 10 min. each will focus on special aspects of driving in winter conditions and 
on developing related skills. The grand finale will be the rally sprint competition, consisting 
of two special stages. Ready, steady, go! Afterward, the fastest drivers will be awarded 
festive ceremony. Last but not least, you will have a chance to be a co-driver for an experi-
enced rally driver and see how he handles the car in an incredible way! We guarantee that 
you will be thrilled with the speed of the ride.

Duration: 2,5 hours.
 
Includes: transfer, training session on a rally car, 2 x 10 minutes, rally sprint competition 
with 2 special stages, rally co-piloting experience, prizes for the winners, coffee and cookies, 
English-speaking guide.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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Jaakko Posti
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TASTE OF WILDERNESS
(beginning of December - end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

This safari is a good option for those who want to get a real feeling for snowmobiling.
Even close to Rovaniemi centre, the wilderness surrounds you. We take it easy on starting 
from the snowmobile resort and ensure that you are comfortable with the snowmobile 
and make a few stops on the way. Feel free to ask your guide about snowmobiling in general 
or for some tricks on how to drive, unless you are busy taking pictures of the arctic beauty 
around you!

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in the main safari in a sled only. Taller children 
may be allowed to travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough 
to hold on tight (to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 3,5 hours (actual program – 2 hours / 10-25 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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FAMILY SAFARI FOR ADULTS & CHILDREN 
(beginning of December - end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

We start with a snowmobile safari with adults on the snowmobile and children traveling 
safely in sledges. After the traditional snowmobile safari, it is time for children’s snowmobile 
driving. The smaller family members get to drive children snowmobiles on a safe track 
under supervision. These vehicles also have a dedicated track and are just what young girls 
and boys dream of – a replica of an adult snowmobile, but lighter. 
Children of all ages love to play in the snow. Snow games and fun guarantees a playful tour. 
There is time to relax by a campfire also, have a cup of warm berry juice.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in the main safari in a sled only. Taller children 
may be allowed to travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough 
to hold on tight (to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies). Mini-skidoos 
do not have any age/height restrictions.

Duration: 3,5 hours (actual program – 2 hours / 10-15 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear, snacks.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.

Visit Rovaniemi



Lapland Welcome
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SEARCHING FOR AURORAS BY SNOWMOBILES
(beginning of December – end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

Driving through the dark landscapes is an awesome experience itself but if the sky is clear 
and you are lucky, you can experience the beautiful show of northern lights, a star-studded 
sky or mystical full moon. Our goal is a wilderness camp at a location where you have clear 
view on the northern sky. Good stories, a tasty snack and hot beverages are guaranteed, 
even if the Auroras would fail us tonight!

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in the main safari in a sled only. Taller children 
may be allowed to travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough 
to hold on tight (to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 4,5 hours (actual program – 3 hours / 15-35 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, snacks, hot beverages.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Juho Kuva
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SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO HUSKY FARM
(beginning of December – end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

We drive a nice distance on snowmobiles and enjoy the winter landscapes. At some scenic 
spots we make a stop for some photos. The tour ends up at Lumi Husky Camp, where the 
dogs are waiting to take you for a speedy 5 km ride in their sledges. The sleigh takes one pas-
senger and one driver, or musher as we call it. There will be a chance to swap places during 
the outing. After the ride you have time to get familiar with the dogs and hear about their 
daily life.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Duration: 4,5 hours (actual program – 3 hours / 20-25 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear, snacks, husky ride (5 km).

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Julia Kivelä
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SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO REINDEER FARM  
(beginning of December – end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

We drive by snowmobiles to a reindeer farm, where the reindeer herder greets us welcome. 
On arrival at the farm you get to experience a short reindeer ride (400-600 m) after which 
the herder will tell you stories about reindeer herding and the traditional way of life in Lapland. 
After a refreshing cup of coffee and cookies we are heading back.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Duration:  4,5 hours (actual program – 3 hours / 15-25 km) 

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, cookies, reindeer farm visit, short reindeer 
ride.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! PREMIUM COMBO SAFARI TO HUSKY & REINDEER FARMS
(beginning of December – end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

If you would only have the chance to do one tour in Lapland, this should be it. The ultimate 
all-in-one combination of three of the most unforgettable things Lapland has to offer!
We start the day with a snowmobile drive enjoying the snowy landscapes as we make our 
way towards a local reindeer farm. At the farm we get to meet the reindeer up close and 
take a short reindeer ride (400-600 m) in a sledge. Afterwards the reindeer herders will tell 
you stories about the reindeer and reindeer husbandry in Lapland. Then it is time to head 
back to Lumi Resort on snowmobiles. At the resort we are treated with a delicious soup 
lunch in Restaurant Lumi. After lunch we take a short walk to Husky Camp where the dogs 
are already eagerly awaiting their chance to do what they do best – to run. After a quick 
introduction to driving a husky sledge we take off on a 10-12 km husky safari through the 
wilderness. When we return to Husky Camp we have a chance to get to know the huskies 
a bit better and share our experiences by a campfire.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Duration: 7,5 hours (actual program – 6 hours / 15-25 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, reindeer farm visit, short reindeer ride, 
soup lunch in restaurant (soup, bread, butter, water, tea/coffee), husky farm visit, husky ride.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather 
conditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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LONGER TRAILS - FOR ADVANCED**

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

Around Rovaniemi there are 1100 kilometres of tracks to choose from, among these are 
trails suitable for everyone. Your guide chooses the trails for today’s adventure and takes 
you off the beaten track to the woods of Arctic Circle. Regardless of if you are a beginner 
with snowmobiling or already have some experience, after this safari you will feel you 
learnt more and hopefully even got more appetite for snowmobiling! This tour is for adults 
only. Your guide will bring some hot beverages.

Duration: 3 hours (30-50 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, program, hot beverages.

Minimum charge - 6 adults.

** only for adults

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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ICE FISHING BY SNOWMOBILE  
(beginning of December – end of March)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

Head for the wild waters on your snowmobile and learn all about the favourite leisure time 
activity of the locals. We cruise leisurely on snowmobiles to a good fishing location. You will 
learn the secrets of ice fishing from a local expert; your guide. Catch is not guaranteed, but 
most likely for patient fishermen. However, the most important thing is to enjoy the tran-
quillity and silence of the wintry forest. Possible catch will be prepared to a tasty snack by 
the campfire – have you ever tasted fish that is this fresh? If you are out of Fisherman’s luck 
today, there will still be a tasty snack for you.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).
 
Duration: 4,5 hours (actual program – 3 hours / 15-25 km).

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, snacks, ice fishing equipment.

Minimum charge – 6 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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GROUP TOURS IN LEVI
 Group programs in period 28/12/2021-11/01/2022 (comission 10%)

Rates in EUR
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Santa Village &
Santa Park 99 85

Transfers, guide services, Arctic Circle
crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s

residence and Santa’s official post office,
entrance tickets to Santa Park.

Reindeer safari 85 65
Transfers, guide services,

reindeer farm visit, reindeer
ride 3 km, hot drink.

COMBO TOUR:
Reindeer farm and
safari & Husky farm
and safari
(without driving)

140 90

Transfers, reindeer farm visit,
reindeer safari (1 km), husky

farm visit, husky safari (1 km),
guide services

Dinner at Lainio
Snow village 95 80

Transfers, guide services,
snacks by campfire,

tea/coffee.

Reindeer Herders’
Winter Day
(Reindeer Farm Visit)
10:00-18:00

165 125
Transfers, program, reindeer

safari (1 km), sausages,
reindeer soup, hot drink

In Search of
Northern Lights

75 55
Transfers, guide services,

snacks by campfire,
tea/coffee.

Arctic Ice floating
(27.11-12.04),
Wednesday,
Friday, Sunday

100 80
Transfers, program, guide

services, hot drink

Husky adventure

90 70
Transfers, guide services,

husky farm visit, husky safari
2 km hot drink.

120 90
Transfers, guide services,

husky farm visit, husky safari
5 km hot drink

To the contents

TOURS INCLUDED

NETT RATES/per pax

Adult
Child*

(under 12 y.o.)

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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Snow Queen Adventure 85 65
Transfers, guide services,
program, hot berry juice.

Villa Rudolf-Santa’s Hideaway 80 60Transfers, program,
guide services

Fairy-Tale adventure in the
Troll’s Forest 89 65Transfers, guide services,

program, grilled sausages

*children 0-3 y-free

To the contents

GROUP TOURS IN LEVI
Interactive programs in period 28/12/2021-11/01/2022 (comission 10%)

Rates in EUR

TOURS INCLUDED

NETT RATES/per pax

Adult
Child*

(under 12 y.o.)

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



INCLUDED

RATES /per person

DBL
snow-
mobile

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child
2-12 y.o.

(in sledge)**

TOURS DURATION

Levi safari 2 hours
25-35 km 98 137 75

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear

Searching
Auroras by
snowmobile

3 hours
25 km 120 149 80

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear,

hot drink, sausage.

Family safari 3 hours
25 km 125 165 80

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, program, gear,

hot drink, sausage,
ride in a sledge

(children), safari ride.

Snowmobile
safari to
reindeer
farm

3 hours 
40 km 145 175 85

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, reindeer farm
visit, reindeer safari

(350 m), coffee.

Snowmobile
safari to
husky farm

3 hours 
40 km 169 195 95

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, gear, husky farm

visit, husky safari
(2 km) sausage, coffee.
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To the contents

GROUP SNOWMOBILE SAFARIS
(end of november -middle of april)*
Rates are in EUR, 10% commission

Ice fishing by
snowmobiles

3 hours 
25 km 159 199 100

Transfers, English-speaking
guide, program, gear,

fishing equipment,
sausage/soup, tea.

Snowmobile
safari to
Lainio snow
village 
Lunch are for extra
charge (reserved
and paid in advance)

4-5 hours 
90 km

169 199

+ lunch
50 €/adult, 25 €/child

90
Transfers, English-

speaking guide, gear,
Snow Village entrance.

* This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier may have to reschedule
it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather conditions be deemed inappropriate.
**children 0-2 y-free
NB! Own liability in case of accident is 800 EUR and for sport models 1500 EUR. 
NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile. 

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Airport Kittilä-
Levi hotel 

Railway
st. Kolari-

hotel in Levi

Levi-
Rovaniemi

Levi center-
Tuiki Panorama

restaurant

4-7 pax

1-3 pax

8-14 pax

110

150

75

240

290

190

80

140

65

380

450

300

Number of people

INCLUDED

RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

Adult Child (under
12 y.o.)*

TOUR
DURATION/
min. charge

(pax) 

Santa Village 8 hours/
4 adults

450 /1-4 pax
Extra person:

75/adult
50/child

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
Arctic Circle crossing certificate,

visit to Santa’s residence and
Santa’s official post office

Reindeer
safari

2 hours /1 km
2 adults 90 70

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, reindeer farm visit,

reindeer ride 2 km, hot drink.

Santa Village &
Santa Park 
(20.11.2021-
08.01.2022)

10 hours/
4 adults

900/1-4 pax
Extra person:

120/adult
75/child

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
Arctic Circle crossing certificate,

visit to Santa’s residence and
Santa’s official post office,

entrance tickets to Santa Park.

2,5 hours /3 km
2 adults

125 85
Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, reindeer farm visit,

reindeer ride 3 km, hot drink.

VIP meeting
with Santa

20-25
min

700/1-6 pax
65/extra person
Maximum 8 pax

The VIP meeting can be booked only as a supplement
to Santa Village and Santa Village & Santa Park tours.

Includes: possibility to personalize the meeting
with additional information of your

family/group, personal Elf introducing
you to the secrets of Santa Claus,

direct entrance to meet Santa Claus,
Elf hats for everybody, services by a

Professional Photographer Elf (photograph
with Santa Claus (A4 size) + digital photos

and video of your visit)
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PRIVATE SERVICES

Private transfers/standard class vehicle/rates are in EUR

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicles)

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.To the contents



Husky
Adventure
(without driving)

In Search of
Northern
Lights with
Picnic by Car

2 hours /2 km
2 adults

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, husky farm visit,

husky safari 2 km hot drink.

230/1-2 pax
115/extra adult
85/extra child

300/1-2 pax
150/extra adult
120/extra child

2,5 hours /4 km
2 adults

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, husky farm visit,

husky safari 4 km, hot drink.

2,5 hours /7 km
3 adults 195 140

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, husky farm visit,

husky safari 7 km, hot drink.

3 hours/10 km
3 adults

3 hours/
3 adults

265 165

270/1-3 pax
80/extra adult
65/extra child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, husky farm visit,

husky safari 10 km, hot drink.

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, snacks by campfire,

tea/coffee.

Jewels of
Luosto – 
The Amethyst
Mine

5,5 hours
3 adults 240 190

Vehicle, English-speaking guide,
group tour: an informative story
of amethyst (geology and nature

of the area), the joy of digging and
finding own amethyst to keep

as a souvenir

Sampo
Icebreaker
Cruise &
Ice Floating 
(20.12.2021-
16.04.2022)

11-11,5 hours/
3 adults

1-3 pax 
adult/child

4 +
adult/child

535
535

525
399

515
515

495
460

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, shared 3-hour cruise,
ice floating, presentation of
the ship, Sampo Icebreaker

diploma, seasonal lunch
buffet on the shore in
Lumihiutale seaview

restaurant.

Polar Explorer
Cruise & 
Ice Floating 
(22.12.2021-
12.04.2022)
Ice floating
restrictions: at
least 145 cm high
and 14 y.o.

11-12 hours/
3 adults

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, shared 3-hour cruise,

ice floating, audio-guide
(16 languages), hot drink

(non-alcoholic), certificate,
lunch on the shore

after the cruise

INCLUDED

RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

Adult Child (under
12 y.o.)*

TOUR
DURATION
min. charge

(pax) 
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To the contents

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicles)

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



INCLUDED

RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*

Adult Child (under
12 y.o.)*

TOUR
DURATION
min. charge

(pax) 

Dinner at
Lainio Snow
village

Arctic Ice
Floating 
16.11-12.04
Minimum
height  
– 120 cm

Snowshoeing

3 hours

320/1-2 pax
Extra person: 

115/adult
80/child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, entrance

tickets, 3-course dinner

3 hours 
3 adults

2 hours/
4 adults

180
180

Maximum 8 pax

160
150

90 70

Vehicle, English-speaking
driver, special swimsuit,

shared floating,
hot drinks, guide

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, snacks by

campfire, tea/coffee.

Reindeer
Herders’
Winter Day 
(Lapland
Farm Visit) 

8 hours
625/1-2 pax

Extra person: 
110/adult
75/child

Transfers, shared program,
reindeer safari (1km), guide

services, reindeer soup,
sausages, hot drink. 
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To the contents

PRIVATE TOURS
(standard  class vehicles)

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Secrets of
the Antler
(all year round)

2,5
hours

640/1-4 pax
Each extra person: 
65/adult and child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program, visit to

Finnish home, self-made
souvenirs, tea with cookies.

Snow Queen
Adventure
(28.12.2021-
11.01.2022)

2,5
hours

1250/1-4 pax
Extra person

75/adult and child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program,
hot berry juice.

Fairy-Tale
adventure in
the Troll’s Forest
(28.12.2021-
11.01.2022)

2-2,5
hours

1100/1-4 pax
Extra person

65 /adult and child

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program,

snacks, tea/coffee.

Shaman mystery 
(all year round)

2
hours

680/1-3 pax
Each extra person:
55/adult and child

+ dinner 75/чел, (min.2 pax)

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program,

tea/coffee, cookies.

Villa Rudolf -
Santa’s Hideaway
(all year round)

2,5
hours

1250/1-5 чел
Extra person:

90/adult and child

Vehicle with English-speaking
driver-guide, program,

snacks, tea/coffee.

Finnish family
visit

Traditional
smoke sauna

Arctic SPA at
the traditional
Finnish sauna

2,5
hours

2
hours

3
hours

350/1-3 чел
Extra person:

50/adult and child

650/1-5 pax
Extra person:

50/adult and child
Towel - 6/pax

350/1-2 pax
Extra person: 

150/adult and child
Maximum: 6 pax

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, program,

tea/coffee, cookies

Transfers, smoke
sauna, hot tub

Transfers, sauna and hot tub
program, welcome drink,

towels, slippers, bathrobes,
sauna hats, birch whisks,

snacks, tea/coffee, hot berry
juice on open fire, water.
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To the contents

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*TOUR DURATION

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

INCLUDED
RATES per person, 
NETT, adult/child*TOUR DURATION

Rally Driving
X-perience

2,5
hours

2650/1-6 pax
420/extra person
Maximum 16 pax

Transfer, training session on
a rally car, 2 x 10 minutes,

rally sprint competition with
2 special stages, rally co-

piloting experience, prizes
for the winners, coffee and
cookies, English-speaking

guide.

Wild Food Fest -
a cooking
workshop

4-5
hours

615 /1-3 pax, 
Each extra: 

150/adult
105/child

Maximum 8 pax

Transfers, program, lunch/
dinner (3-course menu:
salad, main course, pie,
non-alcoholic cocktail).

King Crab
safari
(Norway)

15-16 hours 
(safari

3-4 hours)

575/pax 
1-3 pax

275/Extra person

Vehicle, English-speaking
guide, shared program,

overall, lunch from the catch
at the restaurant, tea/coffee

* Children 0-3 y.o. free
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In Search of
Northern Lights 
with a pro
photographer

3-3,5
hours

550/1-2 pax, 
130/third pax

Maximum 3 pax

English-speaking
photographer, hand and

feet warmers, cake/snack,
tea/coffee, water, hot berry

juice with winter spices,
photos e-mailed to

the customer.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Levi safari 2 hours
10-25 km 520 130 165 80

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear

Searching
Auroras by
snowmobile

3 hours
 15-35 km 580 145 180 95

Transfers, English-
speaking guide, 
program, gear,

hot drink, sausage.

Snowmobile
safari to
reindeer 
farm 

3 hours 
40 km 700 175 215 100

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,

gear, reindeer farm
visit, reindeer safari,

coffee.

Snowmobile
safari to
husky farm

3 hours
40 km 820 205 250 100

Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
gear, husky farm
visit, husky safari,
sausage, coffee.

Snowmobile
safari to
Lainio snow
village 
(12.12.2021-
04.04.2022)
Lunch is  for extra
charge
(reserved and paid
in advance)

4-5 hours
(90 km)

980 245 290

+lunch
50/adult
25/child

100

Transfers, English-
speaking guide, gear,

Snow Village entrance.

Family
safari

2 hours
 10-15 km

660 165 195 95
Transfers, English-

speaking guide,
program, gear

TOUR INCLUDED

NET RATES

Min.
charge

DBL
snow-
mobile

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child
in a sledge
(2-12 y.o.)**

DURATION
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To the contents

PRIVATE SNOWMOBILE SAFARI
(end of november – middle of april)*

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



TOUR INCLUDED

NET RATES

Min.
charge

DBL
snow-
mobile

SGL
snow-
mobile

Child
in a sledge
(2-12 y.o.)**

DURATION

Snowmobile
safari with
lunch in
wilderness
lodge

3 hours
30 km 756 189 225 105

 Transfers, English-
speaking guide,
program, gear,

soup lunch
(soup, bread, butter,

water, tea/coffee, cookies).

Adrenaline
safari - for
adults only!

4-5 hours
140 km 0 0 0 -

Transfers, English-
speaking guide, gear,
tea/coffee, soup lunch.

Ice fishing by
snowmobiles

3 hours 
25 km

820 205 245 130
Transfers, English-

speaking guide, program,
gear, fishing equipment,

sausage/soup, tea.
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* This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier may have to reschedule
it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather conditions be deemed inappropriate.
**Children 0-2 y.o. - free

NB! Own liability in case of accident is 800 EUR and for sport models 1500 EUR.
NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

To the contents

PRIVATE SNOWMOBILE SAFARI
(end of november – middle of april)*

Rates are in EUR

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SANTA VILLAGE & SANTA PARK
(20.11.2021-08.01.2022)

Cross the magical Arctic Circle and meet Santa Claus in his residence - Santa Claus Village. 
Santa spends his time at Santa Claus Village every day of the year taking care of his life mission; 
to enhance the wellbeing of children and the kindness of grown-ups, as well as spreading 
the message of love and goodwill of the Christmas Spirit throughout the globe. Rovaniemi 
is the Official Home of Santa Claus. Here you can choose and buy souvenirs for your relatives 
and friends and stop for a lunch in one of the restaurants. After Santa’s Residence, we continue 
to Santa Park. In Santa’s own words: “One year as I was returning from my long Christmas 
journey, I stopped for a rest on a hillside on the Arctic Circle. Its picturesque nature really 
warmed my heart. This is when I came up with a splendid idea: an underground network 
of caves could be made inside the hill, a place where I could welcome friends, a place with 
everlasting Christmas!”
 
Duration – 10 hours.

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, Arctic Circle crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s 
residence and Santa’s official post office, entrance tickets to Santa Park, lunch.

Minimum charge - 6 adults.

VIP Meeting with Santa Claus (extra payment):  The VIP meeting can be booked only as a 
supplement to Santa Village and Santa Village & Santa Park tours.

Includes: possibility to personalize the meeting with additional information of your family/ 
group, personal Elf introducing you to the secrets of Santa Claus, direct entrance to meet 
Santa Claus, Elf hats for everybody, services by a Professional Photographer Elf (photo-
graph with Santa Claus (A4 size) + digital photos and video of your visit)  
  
Price: 700 € /1-6 pax, 65 € /extra person (max 8 pax).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Visit Rovaniemi
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SANTA VILLAGE
(all year round)

Cross the magical Arctic Circle and meet Santa Claus in his residence - Santa Claus Village. 
Santa spends his time at Santa Claus Village every day of the year taking care of his life mission; 
to enhance the wellbeing of children and the kindness of grown-ups, as well as spreading 
the message of love and goodwill of the Christmas Spirit throughout the globe. Rovaniemi 
is the Official Home of Santa Claus. Here you can choose and buy souvenirs for your relatives 
and friends and stop for a lunch in one of the restaurants.
 
Duration: ~ 8 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, Arctic Circle crossing certificate, visit to Santa’s 
residence and Santa’s official post office, lunch.

Minimum charge - 6 adults.

VIP Meeting with Santa Claus (extra payment):  The VIP meeting can be booked only as a 
supplement to Santa Village and Santa Village & Santa Park tours.

Includes: possibility to personalize the meeting with additional information of your family/ 
group, personal Elf introducing you to the secrets of Santa Claus, direct entrance to meet 
Santa Claus, Elf hats for everybody, services by a Professional Photographer Elf (photo-
graph with Santa Claus (A4 size) + digital photos and video of your visit) 
  
Price: 700 €/1-6 pax, 65 € /extra person (max 8 pax).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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HUSKY ADVENTURE
(all year round)

Professional dog-breeders will introduce you to the life of the huskies on the farm, and you 
will complete a brief course of “a young dog-breeder”. Following that, you will set off on 
your safari (according to your chosen distance 2,4,7, 10 km) on dog sleds that hold 1-2 
people. One will drive and the other is a passenger, and should you wish you can swap 
places when you stop to rest and take pictures along the way. At the end, you will be 
offered hot berry juice, tea or coffee, and traditional cookies.

Duration: ~2-3 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, husky farm visit, husky safari, hot drink.

Minimum charge:
2,5 km – 2 adults
8,10 km – 3 adults

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

*The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.To the contents

Juho Kuva
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REINDEER SAFARI

Witness the life of reindeer first-hand as they go about their daily work and relaxation. Take 
up the unique opportunity to sit an exam on handling a reindeer sled and receive your special 
“driver’s license” (available for all ages). Have a seat in the sled and you are off! Getting cold? 
Warm yourself up around a bonfire in a nearby hut and enjoy a cup of hot juice.

Duration: ~2,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, reindeer farm visit, reindeer ride, hot drink.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

Available extras: 
Lunch – 50€/pax (2-course menu: main dish, dessert, tea/coffee).

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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IN SEARCH OF NORTHERN LIGHTS WITH PICNIC BY CAR
(November - March)

Eager to see the northern lights? This adventure ups your chances of witnessing this 
extraordinary natural phenomenon. Absorb the silent winter setting and stay warm with a 
hot drink and sausages sizzled up on a campfire. Look for the lights, and if luck is on your 
side, enjoy a memorable display of the luminescent ribbons as they dance overhead. 

*NB! The Northern Lights are a natural phenomenon that depends on many factors and 
cannot be guaranteed.

Duration: ~3 hours.

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, snacks by campfire, tea/coffee.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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JEWELS OF LUOSTO – THE AMETHYST MINE
(01.06.2021-25.04.2022)

Lampivaara Amethyst Mine is a unique attraction in Lapland. This real and special gem 
mine is located on the top of a fell in the middle of Pyhä-Luosto national park. The geological 
age of the area is billions of years. The view at and from the mine is breath-taking and the 
site beams positive energy stored in stones. Amethyst mine is operating in extraordinary 
way: no big machines are used for digging and none of the rich deposit is sold as a raw 
material. The sustainable amethyst mine is wel- coming visitors all year round. The open 
quarry is partly covered and well-lighted for digging in winter.

Duration: ~5,5 hours

Includesо: vehicle, English-speaking guide, group tour: an informative story of amethyst 
(geology and nature of the area), the joy of digging and finding own amethyst to keep as a 
souvenir.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Experience365
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SAMPO ICEBREAKER CRUISE & ICE FLOATING
(20.12.2021-16.04.2022)

Schedule: 
December: 20-31
January: 03,05,07,08, 10-11, 13-15, 17-18, 20-22, 24-29,31
February: 01-05, 07-12, 14-19, 21-26, 28
March: 01-05, 07-12, 14-19, 21-22, 25-26, 28-29, 31
April:: 01,04, 06-08, 11,13-14,16

Sampo icebreaker, formerly used by the Finnish government, offers a unique cruise experience 
on the Gulf of Bothnia. The union of majestic steel, ice and sea will be unlike anything 
you’ve ever experienced. Come aboard the Sampo in the midst of vast open arctic sea scenery!

Duration: ~11-12 hours (incl. 3-hour cruise)

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, shared 3-hour cruise, ice floating, presentation 
of the ship, Sampo Icebreaker diploma, seasonal lunch buffet on the shore in Lumihiutale 
seaview restaurant.

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Experience365
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POLAR EXPLORER CRUISE & ICE FLOATING
(22.12.2021-12.04.2022)

Schedule: 
December: 22-30
January: 01,05,09,13,17, 21,25,28-31
February: 01-03, 07,11,15,19,23,27
March: 03,07,11,15,19,23,27,31
April: 04,08,12

Polar Explorer tourist icebreaker offers 3-hour cruise in the frozen water of Bothnian Sea in 
Lapland. During 3 hours, you will be a witness of a massive ice breaking power of the vessel, 
have a guided tour all the way down to the engine rooms and all way up to Captain’s 
bridge. The tour is available via audio guide application and includes 11-minute movie in 
icebreaker cinema about icebreakers all over the world. You can relax in the cosy saloon 
enjoying warm juice or go for walk on the frozen sea ice during the stop. The icebreaker 
makes a pool free of ice and every visitor can take a swim in the dark icy water in flotation 
survival suit. The captain will present Cruise and Swim Certificate to everyone as a memorable 
gift.

Duration – 11-11,5 hours (incl. 3-hour cruise).

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, shared 3-hour cruise, ice floating, audio-guide 
(16 languages), hot drink (non-alcoholic), certificate, lunch on the shore after the cruise. 

Minimum charge - 3 adults.

NB! Ice floating restrictions: at least 145 cm high and 14 y.o.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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DINNER AT LAINIO SNOW VILLAGE
(12.12.2021-04.04.2022)

Nearly 200 km above the Arctic Circle lies a destination of exciting arctic adventures and 
breath-taking constructions made of snow and ice. Take the opportunity to have dinner in 
the Ice Bar or enjoy the igloo disco with drinks served in ice glasses. Or, just marvel at the 
magnificent sculpture art all around the area. After a short tour we invite you to the ice 
restaurant. Here a delicious 3-course meal awaits you at your very own ice table. A great 
experience not to be forgotten.
 
Duration:  ~ 3 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, entrance tickets, 3-course dinner.

Minimum charge – 2 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! ARCTIC ICE FLOATING
(16.11-12.04)

Come and experience the arctic ice floating! Step into the lake, let the calm water carry you 
and close your eyes… Breathe in the pure air and feel your mind and body relax. You will not 
be cold as you will be totally protected in our high-quality rescue suit designed for the 
arctic waters. You will also have your own clothing under the suit, it will not get chilly even 
in the open 0- degree water. Floating on a frozen lake surrounded by snow-covered trees 
is really something worth trying.

Duration – 3 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking driver, special swimsuit, shared floating, hot drinks, 
guide.

NB! Minimum height for the floating is 120 cm.

Maximum - 8 people.

Minimum charge – 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Matt Cherubino, Visit Finland
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SNOWSHOEING
(end of November - beginning of April)*

Snowshoeing is a great way to experience Lapland wintry wildernesses, enjoy the fresh 
and clean air, and get some exercise. People in the Arctic areas have been using snowshoes 
already for centuries, they were intended to assist people in travelling the snowy land-
scapes.

Duration: ~2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, snacks by campfire, tea/coffee.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather 
conditions be deemed inappropriate.

Minimum charge - 4 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Visit Rovaniemi
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NEW! REINDEER HERDERS’ WINTER DAY  (Lapland reindeer farm visit)
(beginning of December - end of April)

Daily: 10:00-18:00

If you are looking for a truly authentic Lappish experience off the beaten track, we have got 
something for you. Seize a chance to become a professional reindeer herder for a day on a 
remote family-run farm. Reindeer herding is a Lappish lifestyle, and with us you can experience 
traditional, calm, albeit modern reindeer herding culture. The actual farm is located far 
beyond the city lights and facilities of modern lifestyle.

After a 1,5-hour transfer, your day as a professional reindeer herder starts with reindeer 
feeding and checking that everything on the farm is running as it should. The feeding is 
carried out on foot and by snowmobile. Once all the feeding has been done, it's time to 
warm up with a hot drink and to grill some reindeer sausages on the open fire for lunch. 
After lunch, you will still have some errands to take care of, particularly a fun ride in a reindeer 
sled. In the end of the hard working day, your diligence will be rewarded with a bowl of 
steaming-hot reindeer soup.

Duration: 8 hours

Includes: transfers, shared program, reindeer safari (1km), guide services, reindeer soup, 
sausages, hot drink.

Minimum charge – 2 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SNOW QUEEN ADVENTURE
(28.12.2021-11.01.2022)

We all remember the well-known fairy tale written by H.C. Andersen. The main character 
Kai was kissed and put under the spell by the Snow Queen, and Gerda – a young girl – went 
through trials and saved Kai, whom she loved as a brother.

We know that Snow Queen lives far away in the cold Lapland. Many brave souls did their 
best to approach her, hoping to persuade her, but her heart of ice is unable to feel anything 
at all. People have thousands of legends about her, but nobody has managed to thaw her 
heart.

In this journey, children and parents become a part of the adventure. Together with a local 
guide, you will try to find Snow Queen’s Ice Castle in the wilderness, fight robbers along the 
way, and hopefully get the right directions from a mischievous shaman. Will you survive 
and return home safe or will you become another ice sculpture in Snow Queen’s fortress? 
To be continued...

Duration: ~ 3,5 hours

Includes: transfer, guide services, hot berry juice.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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FAIRY-TALE ADVENTURE IN THE TROLLS’ FOREST
(28.12.2021-11.01.2022)

Take a journey into the woods, where trolls have lived since ancient times. Their cave is 
well-hidden in the deep forest, and one has to surmount a number of obstacles to get 
there. When all the challenges are left behind, a warm reception with a family of friendly 
trolls awaits you. You will get acquainted with their lives, stories, and treats.

Duration: ~ 2-2,5 hours

Includes:: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, snacks, tea/coffee.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SECRETS OF THE ANTLER
(all year round)

This is a unique chance to visit a real workshop and create traditional Lappish souvenirs 
made from reindeer antlers, wood, and leather. During the excursion, you will learn new 
interesting facts about the life of Laplanders and their reindeer. You will see the process of 
souvenir making and will even try yourself to make a memorable present, which will be a 
perfect reminder of the astonishing trip to Lapland.

Duration: ~2,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, visit to Finnish home, self-made sou-
venirs, tea with cookies.

Minimum charge - 4 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SHAMAN MYSTERY
(all year round)

The vastness of Lapland makes a person feel small. Getting to roam large wilderness areas 
on your own is ideal for soul searching and finding your place in life. Nature works wonders 
for the weary and confused mind. Like all spiritual experiences, Lapland needs to be seen 
and felt; describing states of mind never quite gets up there with the actual experience. We 
welcome you on this journey.

Duration: ~2 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, tea/coffee, cookies.

Minimum charge – 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Mrs. Santa Claus Christmas Cottage 
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VILLA RUDOLF – SANTA’S HIDEAWAY
(all year round)

In all the Christmas commotion, good old Santa Claus always finds a moment to personally 
take part in decoration and preparation for holidays in the remotest corners of Lapland. 
The only location not yet ready for the holidays is Villa Rudolf, his favourite place to celebrate 
with the elves. Santa invites you to go with him into the woods in search of a suitable tree, 
cook amazing cookies with Mrs. Claus, decorate the villa, and finally to have fun and play 
with the elves in the fresh Lappish air, the most important element of decorating the villa 
and bringing in the holiday spirit.

Duration: ~2,5 hours

Includes: Vehicle with English-speaking driver-guide, program, snacks, tea/coffee.

Minimum charge - 5 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Emilia Hoisko Photography
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FINNISH FAMILY VISIT
(all year round)

The best way to learn about the country, culture and national characteristics is to meet the 
locals. Despite the stories you might hear about them, Finns are talkative and sociable 
people. They have a good sense of humour, irony, and they are open and honest for sure. If 
you are invited to visit Finns, then be sure that you will be welcomed with great hospitality.

Duration: around 2,5 hours

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, program, tea/coffee, cookies.

Minimum charge – 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Harri Tarvainen
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TRADITIONAL SMOKE SAUNA
(all year round)

There is a magical smoke sauna on the lakeshore, 3 km away from the Levi center. Smoke 
saunas are the original traditional saunas that are now quite rare and treasured in Finland. 
They provide a mystical “löyly” – a combination of heat, steam and atmosphere, and are 
highly prized by sauna aficionados because of the deep relaxation it delivers.

From the smoke sauna you can also discover a new extreme sensation of cooling off by 
periodically taking a dip into the arctic waters of the lake or you can try a roll in the soft 
powder snow. You can also feel the 50-degree difference between the weather and outdoor 
hot pool.
Try it – and you’ll feel cheerfulness and good mood!

Duration: 2 hours

Incudes: transfers, smoke sauna, hot tub.

Available extras: 
Towel – 6 € /pc, own towels are allowed.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Levi Foxfires
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NEW! ARCTIC SPA AT THE TRADITIONAL FINNISH SAUNA
(all year round)

Book a private session and relax with a traditional Finnish wood-fired sauna and soak in 
our open-air barrel hot tub set in the arctic forest. Or maybe just kick back in a reclining 
chair on the veranda. Meanwhile, some Nordic treats are prepared for the guests in the 
kota. Guests are more than welcome to relax in it and sample Lappish lifestyle by the fire, 
tasting carefully and locally sourced Nordic snacks. 

Duration: 3 hours 

Includes: transfers, sauna and hot tub program, welcome drink, towels, slippers, bath-
robes, sauna hats, birch whisks, snacks, tea/coffee, hot berry juice on open fire, water.

Maximum – 6 pax.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Konsta Punkka, Visit Finland
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NEW! IN SEARCH OF NORTHERN LIGHTS WITH A PRO PHOTOGRAPHER
(September - April)

We head deep into the Arctic, away from the light pollution of Levi, stopping when we see 
the aurora. We will go to some of our favourite spots for watching and photographing the 
northern lights. Our skilled photographer takes high-resolution photos of the customer 
and northern lights during the trip.  We will provide carefully and locally sourced refresh-
ments, where possible served in Laplanders’ hut or over a campfire, where our guests can 
warm up and sample Lappish lifestyle.

Duration: 3-3,5 hours

Includes: English-speaking photographer, hand and feet warmers, cake/snack, tea/coffee, 
water, hot berry juice with winter spices, photos e-mailed to the customer. 

NB! Photos taken in this tour will be e-mailed to the client within a few days.

Maximum - 3 pax.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.



Visit Rovaniemi
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RALLY DRIVING X-PERIENCE
(end of November - end of March)

Upon arrival, our driving instructors will go over the day´s program and safety briefing. Then 
you are ready to hop into a rally car. The driving instructor will give you tips on how to 
handle the vehicle in order to complete the stage in the shortest possible time. Two training 
sessions lasting 10 min. each will focus on special aspects of driving in winter conditions 
and on developing related skills. The grand finale will be the rally sprint competition, 
consisting of two special stages. Ready, steady, go! Afterward, the fastest drivers will be 
awarded festive ceremony. Last but not least, you will have a chance to be a co-driver for an 
experienced rally driver and see how he handles the car in an incredible way! We guarantee 
that you will be thrilled with the speed of the ride.

Duration: 2,5 hours

Includes: transfer, training session on a rally car, 2 x 10 minutes, rally sprint competition 
with 2 special stages, rally co-piloting experience, prizes for the winners, coffee and cookies, 
English-speaking guide.
 
Maximum – 16 pax. 

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! WILD FOOD FEST – A COOKING WORKSHOP
(all year round)

Taste the magic of the Arctic and go wild with your friends and family with arctic flavors on 
an exclusive Wild Food Cooking Workshop. Using fire and ice, we create a feast in a traditional 
log cabin alongside a lake surrounded by Finland's most popular national park. Together 
we will prepare a three-course meal using wild, rare, and locally found ingredients grown 
in a clean and pure environment.  Experiment with wild nettle seeds, combine local wild 
mushrooms with dark chocolate and more. Cook and share these delicious dishes around 
a private dinner table with friends and family.
We begin the workshop by making drinks with snow and local berries, and then the cooking 
begins. We create a pie made from nettle leaves and seeds with a fresh salad. For our main 
meal, we prepare a wild mushroom sauce over the fire with two different cuts of local reindeer, 
one from Sweden and the other from Finland. Will you taste the difference? The feast continues 
with desserts created from locally foraged berries and frozen outside in the snow.

Duration: 4-5 hours

Includes: transfers, program, lunch/dinner (3-course menu: salad, main course, pie, non- 
alcoholic cocktail).

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! KING CRAB SAFARI IN NORWAY
(all year round)

Take part in the traditional tourist attraction of Kirkenes and its region – the crab safari. We 
will start from Levi early in the morning to get to Kirkenes in time.

Now it`s time to make your own deadliest catch!

On this exclusive arctic excursion we aim to give you the best King crab fishing adventure. 
We will take you out on the fjord ice by snowmobile and sleigh to find the great beast. You 
will step out on the frozen fjord and help the fisherman pull the traps from the deep 
through the hole in the ice.

The journey will culminate in a warm, rustic farmhouse restaurant by the fjord, where you 
will enjoy a feast, served the Norwegian way - fresh, juicy and irresistible! The portions are 
generous, so no one will leave the table hungry.

After the lunch we will go back to Levi by car. 

Duration – 15-16  hours (safari duration 3-4 hours) 

Includes: vehicle, English-speaking guide, shared program, lunch from the catch, tea/coffee.

Minimum charge – 3 adults.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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Juho Kuva
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LEVI SAFARI
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

Safaris will start at office where the guide helps you to know the snowmobiling rules and 
how to drive a snowmobile. Clothing and other equipment’s are included in safaris. This 
safari is a good option for those who want to get a real feeling for snowmobiling.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 2-3 hours (35 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SEARCHING FOR AURORAS BY SNOWMOBILEВ
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

When the sun is going down and blue darkness of evening is around us, we will get ready 
for our adventure.  We will drive with snowmobiles in the wilderness, hoping to see the 
aurora borealis dancing in the sky, or at least hope to see moon and the bright stars on the 
northern sky. During the safari, your guide will make fire, and we will have a cup of warm 
drink and fried sausages. The crackling campfire will keep the chill winds and freezing 
temperatures at bay. Back to Levi centre we´ll arrive with experiences and stories richer.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 3 hours (25 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear, hot drink, sausage.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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FAMILY SAFARI
(end of November – middle of April)* 

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

This safari is the perfect option for families with small children. We drive with snowmobiles 
around the beautiful surroundings of snowy Lapland. Your children will sit on a sledge 
pulled by the guide, covered with reindeer skin and warm blankets. After one hour of driving 
we get to our specially designed track where your children can drive their own mini-skidoo. 
After they enjoy fun rides, we head back. This safari includes warm beverages of your 
choice, professional guiding service and a lot of memorable moments.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: ~3 hours (25 km).

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO REINDEER FARM
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

We rev up our engines and head off through the wilderness towards Ounasjoki River. We 
reach the reindeer farm, where we dismount our snowmobiles and take up the reins of the 
reindeer. We get a little taste of how the might of the reindeer reigns supreme in the bog 
land! After the ride, we take coffee and head home much the wiser.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: ~3 hours (40 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, reindeer farm visit, reindeer safari, coffee.

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather 
conditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO HUSKY FARM
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

After the given instruction on snowmobile driving, handling and regulations, you will drive 
by snowmobiles through the fells towards the husky kennels. Get to know the nimble- 
pawed, intelligent sled dogs and learn about how they are bred, reared, and trained. Also 
experience how it feels to be on a sled safari (2 km ride) pulled by living creatures, when the 
roar of the car engine is replaced by the whoosh of sled runners and playful barking. Veterans 
joke that the most difficult part of driving a team of dogs is getting them to stop, especially 
if you’ve fallen into a snowdrift – and the funniest is recounting your experiences clasping a 
glass of hot drink.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: ~3 hours (40 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, husky farm visit, husky safari, sausage, 
coffee.

NB! The farm remains open for other visitors during the private tour.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather 
conditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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SNOWMOBILE SAFARI TO THE KINGDOM OF SNOW & ICE – LAINIO SNOWVILLAGE
(12.12.2021-04.04.2022)

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

Even when you’re driving really fast, it’s always worth slowing down, if you come across 
some truly great scenery. And there’s certainly plenty of that to spare on this safari! We drive 
through snowy forests, spruce-covered bogs, and over frozen lakes. When we arrive to 
Lainio Snow Village, it is time to step into the magical kingdom of ice and snow, let the 
snowmobile rest for a while. We can have also lunch/dinner in the restaurant (extra 
payment) if you feel hungry after the drive. If the temperature is well below zero (and it 
nearly always is), you’ll be able to enjoy ice- and snow sculptures crafted by both local sculptors 
and some from further afield. Just do not forget your camera.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight (to 
be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).
Duration - 4-5 hours (90 km) 

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, Snow Village entrance.

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

Available extras:
Lunch in the restaurant (reserved and paid in advance). Lunch (3-course menu, tea/ coffee) – 
50 €/adult, 25 € /child (under 12 y.o.)

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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NEW! SNOWMOBILE SAFARI WITH LUNCH AT WILDERNESS LODGE 
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

At the beginning of journey, the guide gives instruction on snowmobile driving, handling 
and regulations.  We rev up our engines and speed across fields and through the wilderness 
until we arrive at the old log cabin by the peaceful lake Pyhäjärvi. In the cabin we´ll enjoy 
real, tasty, and made from pure raw material home food by the warmness of the fireplace. 
We guarantee you’ll be hungry, and the friendly host couple in the cabin has the power to fill 
you with the flame-grilled delights. Sometimes the lunch will make you sleepy – but not until 
after you’ve finished. We then shuttle quickly back home.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 3-4 hours (30 km) 

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear, soup lunch (soup, bread, 
butter, water, tea/coffee, cookies).

Minimum charge – 4 adults.
 
*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather 
conditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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ADRENALINE SAFARI – ADVANCED RIDERS ONLY**
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

This is a safari about driving and speed for real riders. Under the guidance of an experienced 
instructor, you will rush through the vast expanses and make several stops in picturesque 
places to enjoy the scenery and have some rest.  Then the second round no less exciting, the 
result of which will be a stop for a soup lunch. Warm and relaxed after lunch, we will keep all 
the emotions for the last – the third round, for the return journey, developing the highest 
possible speed.

Duration: 4-5 hours (140 km)

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, gear, tea/coffee, soup lunch. 

Minimum charge – 4 adults (also maximum capacity).

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

** NB! Children are not allowed on this tour.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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ICE FISHING BY SNOWMOBILE
(end of November – middle of April)*

NB! Only a person possessing a valid driving license is allowed to drive a snowmobile.

You will drive by snowmobiles to a lake on a curved trail in a snowy forest and arrive to try ice 
fishing. There you'll change the snowmobile to ice fishing equipment and also get some tips 
for the fishing technique. Try to catch your meal, e.g. perch by ice fishing. In case you are not 
lucky, the host of the lake has promised to cook delicious soup by the fire. After the lunch you 
will drive back to town with the snowmobiles. The snowmobile safari continues round the 
fells and back to the Levi centre.

NB! Children under 140 cm may participate in a sled only. Taller children may be allowed to 
travel as a passenger on a snowmobile provided they are strong enough to hold on tight 
(to be defined by the guide upon departure, full price applies).

Duration: 3 hours (25 km) 

Includes: transfers, English-speaking guide, program, gear, fishing equipment, sausage/-
soup, tea. 

Minimum charge – 4 adults.

*This activity is heavily dependent on sufficient snow cover on the ground. The supplier 
may have to reschedule it or cancel it with the subsequent refund should the weather con-
ditions be deemed inappropriate.

To the contents *The cost of transport and excursion services on public holidays in Finland is calculated on request.
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